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Welcome to the P2 newsletter. We have 

all settled back into school now after a 

very long time away! This will give you an 

idea of some of the things we will be 

doing in class.  

 

Thank you for your continued support. 

Mrs Susan Anderson 

Literacy 

The children will extend their reading 

skills through working with vowel 

diagraphs, learning their sounds and 

patterns. The children will continue to 

develop their skills in imaginative 

writing, using their story maps to help 

them begin to gain independence. 

They will be learning to talk and listen 

appropriately in small groups, taking 

turns and asking questions in order to 

complete challenges and activities. 

Numeracy/Maths 

In maths the children will be 

exploring halves, quarters and 

symmetry.  

They will also be looking at days of 

the week and months of the year 

using a calendar. 

They will also create graphs and 

charts based on their mini-beast 

studies. 

They will continue their work on:- 

 Number word sequences 

 Number structure  

 Counting strategies 

 Sharing and grouping 

 

Other Information  

 All clothes should be named. 

 Please bring a water bottle to 

school each day. 

 P. E. will be on a Friday morning, 

please come dressed for outdoor 

gym and bring a waterproof coat. 

 Please be sure that your child 

brings their book bag, reading 

book and record every day.  

Learning in other areas of the 

curriculum. 

 

In Science the children will be using 

the outdoor space to study living 

things. They will investigate different 

types of mini-beasts, gathering 

information from books and websites 

to learn more.  

Health & Wellbeing  

Our focus in Health this term will be on returning to school. The children will be 

encouraged to talk about how they are feeling and express themselves through 

discussing stories and creating art.  

As there is such an interest in teeth at the moment, we will also be describing 

how our bodies change as they grow, with a focus on caring for our teeth and 

the importance of carrying out daily hygiene routines. 

Aim high Be proud 

Celebrate success 


